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Cool Project in the USA
From Smoked Sockeye Salmon to
Alaskan Fish & Chips, the NewCold storage facility in Tacoma,
stores Trident Seafoods products in
 CUBICMETERSòREPROOFED
by active oxygen reduction.
.EW#OLD ACOMPANYBASEDINTHE
.ETHERLANDS SPECIALIZESINOPERATING
automated, deep freeze storage facilities
and handles distribution for leading
food companies around the world. Its
most recent, and one of the largest
deep freeze warehouses in the US,
WASBUILTIN4ACOMA 7ASHINGTON53 
and began operations in May 2018.
.EW#OLDCHOSE/XY2EDUCTTECHNOLOgy to protect their latest enterprise from
THETHREATOFëREn/URëRSTPROJECTFOR
.EW#OLDINTHE53PRESENTEDUSWITH
MAJORCHALLENGES oSAYS&RANK3IEDLER 
VP Business Solutions, Americas, at
7!'.%2n.OTONLYDIDWEHAVETO
meet the national and regional compliance requirements within the American
MARKET WEHADTOCOORDINATEPROJECT
PARTNERSFROMSEVENCOUNTRIES!DDTO
that the time difference between the US
and Germany and you’ll get an understanding of the organizational hurdles
WEHADTOOVERCOMEo

3OLUTIONREDUCESòRERISKAND
energy costs
&ORAëREPROTECTIONSOLUTIONTHAT
addresses the challenges presented by
DEEP FREEZEENVIRONMENTS .EW#OLD
deployed an oxygen reduction system
INITS4ACOMAFACILITYn/XY2EDUCT
adds just enough additional nitrogen
into the protected area to reduce
the concentration of oxygen to the
REQUIREDSAFETYLEVEL oEXPLAINS&LORIAN
"UCHNER 3ALES-ANAGER7EST#OAST
53AT7!'.%24HISMINIMIZESTHE
POSSIBILITYOFAëREWHILEALSOOFFERING
SEVERALOTHERADVANTAGESn3PRINKLERS
commonly used in the US become
INEFFECTIVEDEPENDINGONCEILINGHEIGHT
Additionally, their use comes at an
additional cost to the facility as it loses
STORAGECAPABILITYNEARTHECEILING o
SAYS"UCHNER"YCONTRAST /XY2EDUCT
ALLOWSPALLETRACKSTOEXTENDTOHEIGHTS
OFOVERMETERS INCREASINGTHESTORAGEVOLUMEFORGOODS
*ONAS3WARTTOUW 53#OUNTRY-ANAGEROF.EW#OLD STATESn&ORUS OXYGEN
reduction technology is the optimal
way to protect our facilities from the
RISKSOFëREANDTHEFROZENGOODS
entrusted to us by our customer. It is a

NewCold Tacoma by the
numbers
AROUND MTOTALVOLUME 
of which
approximately 610,000 m³
 PROTECTEDWITH/XY2EDUCT
  MHIGHRACKSTORAGE
 AREAMETERS
100,000 pallet storage spaces
 AUTOMATICPICKERS
-20 °C temperature in storage
area

PREVENTIVEMEASUREVERSUSëREëGHTING
OFFEREDBYSPRINKLERSYSTEMSo
Award and follow-up project
)N.OVEMBEROF .EW#OLDmS
Tacoma facility was awarded the “Built
BYTHE"ESTo!WARDBYTHE)NTERNAtional Association for Cold Storage
#ONSTRUCTION)!#3# "Y3PRING 
.EW#OLDmSSECOND FULLYAUTOMATEDFAcility is slated to open in Burley, Idaho.
7ITHTHECONSTRUCTIONDESIGNSUCCESS
OFITSëRSTPROJECTINTHE53 .EW#OLDmS
second project will once again feature
7!'.%2mS/XY2EDUCTTECHNOLOGY 
this time protecting 17,000 square
meters of McCain frozen French fries.
“I don’t see anything standing in the
WAYOFFUTURECOLLABORATIONSWITH.EW#OLD oSAID3IEDLER nANDWEmRELOOKING
FORWARDTOITo

Thanks for your feedback!
Positive resonse:)MPULSEREADERSRESPONDEDTOOURSURVEYANDGAVEOUR
MAGAZINEANOVERALLGRADEOFn'OODo)NPARTICULAR THEYGAVEHIGHMARKS
TOTHEGENERALINFORMATIONWEPROVIDEONëREPREVENTION ANDTOOURPROJECT
REPORTS2EADERSALSOFELTTHATTHEMAGAZINECOVEREDNEWSSUFëCIENTLYWELL
4HEYSAWROOMFORIMPROVEMENTWITHREGARDTOINTERNATIONALPERSPECTIVES 
CHANGESINLAWS ANDINFORMATIONABOUTTRADEFAIRSANDEVENTS7EmREWORKINGONTHOSE!SREQUESTED THE7!'.%2)MPULSEWILLALSOBEAVAILABLE
as a print magazine in the future. You can also subscribe to our newsletter,
ORJUSTCHECKOUTOUR,INKED)NPAGE WHICHISWHEREWEPOSTTHENEWESTOF
THENEW4HANKSVERYMUCHTOALLTHEREADERSWHOTOOKTHETIMETOPARTICIPATEINOURSURVEY ANDCONGRATULATIONSTOTHEWINNERSOFTHE"EST#HOICE
GIFTCERTIëCATES

79 %
OFRESPONDENTSGAVETHE7!'.%2
)MPULSEAGRADEOFnGOODo
18 %
of readers called our customer
MAGAZINEnVERYGOODo
3%
of customers call the
PUBLICATIONnSATISFACTORYo
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